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Summary:
A well chosen hamper makes the perfect gift for anyone - for the family member who has everyth
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Article Body:
There´s something quite magical about receiving a beautifully presented hamper at Christmas or

A well-chosen hamper makes the perfect gift for anyone - for the family member who `has everyt

So how can you be sure you will be happy with your hamper supplier and that your recipients wi
Top 10 tips for getting it right

1. If you´re searching for hampers on the Internet use specific search terms - i.e. "luxury ha

2. If you still don´t see what you are looking for, then maybe you should consider a bespoke h
3. Check the credentials of the supplier - i.e. how long have they been in business? Are they
4. If possible, order early - you may receive an early bird discount

5. Check the hamper contents list - if you want "store cupboard" items then your choice is vas

6. For large corporate orders ask to see a sample to ensure you are happy with what your clien

7. Shortlist your potential hamper suppliers and then scrutinise "like for like" hampers for v
8. Messages - check that names and personalised messages have been spelt correctly.

9. For bulk drops to offices ensure that a lorry can park outside the building. If you want yo
10. If your hamper gift is to be a surprise delivery, make it VERY CLEAR to your supplier and

A hamper is not just for Christmas!
A hamper can make an ideal gift for any occasion throughout the year. For example, instead of
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